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ON INVARIANT DOMAINS IN CERTAIN COMPLEX HOMOGENEOUS SPACES
by Xiang-Yu ZHOU (*)
Given a Reinhardt domain D which is relatively compact in (C*) 71 one has the following classical results:
(1) the automorphism group Aut(D) of D is compact;
(2) the proper holomorphic self-map of D is biholomorphic (for a proof, see [3] ).
G. Fels and L. Geatti recently in [7] generalized the result (1) to the complex symmetric spaces case. Their result says that: let K be a connected compact Lie group, L a closed subgroup of K such that (K, L) is a compact symmetric pair, let D C K^/L^ be a relatively compact I^-invariant domain (here the action is given by the left translations), then Aut(jD) is compact.
Throughout the present paper, a domain means a connected open set.
In the present paper, we obtain the same conclusion without assuming that (K,L) is a compact symmetric pair. Our first main result is the following:
THEOREM 1. -Let K be a connected compact Lie group, L a closed subgroup of K, D CC K^ JL^ a K-invariant domain, then Aut(P) is compact.
In order to extend result (2), we get our second main result: Our proof of these theorems is heavily relied on topology. We use some known facts from fibre bundles theory, CW-complexes, covering spaces, homotopy and homology theory. In fact, our proof is a mixture of parts of several complex variables, topology, and Lie groups theory.
Preliminaries.
In this section, we collect some notations and known facts which will be used later. ,? , B,G) be a principal G-bundle in topological category, if every space is a smooth (respectively, complex) manifold, every mapping is smooth (respectively, holomorphic), G is a Lie group (respectively, complex Lie group), we call $ a smooth (respectively, holomorphic) principal fiber G-bundle. Given a topological left G-space F, ( associated to the principal G-fibre bundle ^, one has a topological fibre bundle $[F] = (E XG F,p^,B,F,G). If F is a smooth G-manifold (respectively, holomorphic G-manifold for a complex Lie group G) associated to a smooth (respectively, holomorphic) principal fibre G-bundle, one has a smooth (respectively, holomorphic) fibre bundle.
Let $ = (£'
As in Hirzebruch's book [16] , we use ^{B'.Gc) (or ^(B'.Gs), (B'^GO))) to denote the set of the topological (or smooth, or holomorphic) isomorphism classes of topological (or smooth, or holomorphic) principal fibre G-bundles.
Note that, theses sets are also the respectively isomorphism classes of the respective fibre G-bundles with the given fibre F.
We also use kc(B) as in Husemoller's book [18] to denote the set of the topological isomorphism classes of topological principal fibre Gbundles over B, i.e., kc(B) = ^(B'.Gc). It is known that if G is discrete and Abelian, Gc is a constant sheaf, and H^^B^Gc) is the usual singular cohomology H^{B',G).
When G is discrete, a fibre G-bundle is nothing but a covering space; a principal G-bundle is a normal covering space. However, the category of principal G-bundles is not the same as the category of normal covering spaces since the morphisms in the categories are different. One can choose an Ad^-invariant vector space p C t such that t = [®p.
1.7.
In this paragraph, we recall some concepts and results of P. Heinzner [11] and Zhou [34] , retaining the notations in 1.5.
For a Stein J^-domain in a holomorphical -R^-space, orbit connectedness is the same as orbit convexity (for a simple proof, cf. [34] The image X of U in K^ /Y is Stein but is not orbit-convex.
1.9.
One can check the following useful fact: let y?: K\ -> K^ be a covering (or surjective) holomorphism between two compact Lie group, it induces a holomorphic covering (or surjective) holomorphism (p^". K^ -> Kŝ uch that the diagram When X = C 72 , the above theorem was stated and proved in Narasimhan's book [27] . However, the proof there is also suitable for proving this general version. 
By Grauert's Oka principle, kL/Lo(D) = ^(^(L/Lo)^ = (D;(L/Lo).).

By Lemma 2.3, D and K/L are homotopic equivalent, so k^/Lo^D) = k^/L^K/L).
We claim that kL/Lo{K/L) is a finite set, and postpone our proof to the next lemma.
Denote by the mapping p: Aut(D) -> Per^^.D^L/Lo)^)), P{9) = 9*^ where Per^^.D^L/Lo)^)) is the permutation group (a finite group) of the set ^(^(L/Lo)^).
Let H be the image of Aut(J9) under p, G: = p'^^H^-i^)}) where \p-\D)}^H\D^L/L^).
In other words,
and p^^D) are holomorphic isomorphic principal fiber L/Lo-bundles over D}, so there exist biholomorphic mappings ^2,^1 such that the following diagram
And then for all g e G, there exists g € Aut^'^D)) such that p o g = g o p.
Since g'M cM,g' (p(M)) C p(M), G • p(M) = p(M).
Since -D is hyperbolic, Aut(D) acts on D properly, G is then compact.
Note that Aut(D)/G = H/H^y-i^ is finite, so Aut(jD) is compact. D
LEMMA. -Let M be a connected finite CW-complex, F be a finite group, then kp(M) is a finite set.
Proof. -By Theorem 1.3, one has fcp(M) = Hom(7Ti(M),F)/F.
Since the fundamental group of a finite Civ-complex is a finitely presented free group, we can let 71-1 (M) = P/N, where P is a finitely generated free group, TV is a normal subgroup of P. Let P is generated by a?i,..., Xn, F = {yi: 1 <, i <, m}, Hom(P, F) is a finite set (its number is not greater than the number of all maps from {xi: 1 <: i <, n} to {yj: 1 < j < m}, the latter number is m 71 ).
Considering the map Hom(P/7V, F) -> Hom(P, F) given by / \-^ /OTT, where TT : P -> P/N natural projection, it is easy to see that this map is injective, so Hom(P/7V, F) is a finite set, and then kp(M) is a finite set. D 
Since (D^^D)) is a Runge pair (cf. Theorem 3.4 in [II], also [36]), the envelope of holomorphy E(£(D)) is univalent in D^, and E(£(D)) is orbit convex {cf. ibid.).
By Proposition 2.6, one can deduce that A\it(E(£(D))) is compact. Since Aut(D) = Ant(£(D)) C Aut(E(e(D))) is a closed subgroup of Aut(E(e(D))), so Aut(D) is compact.
Remark. -As argued in Lemma 2.5, using our theorem and the Proof. -This lemma is essentially a consequence of the following two facts: 1) Milnor's theorem (see [24] ): If Y is a countable Civ-complex, C is a compact metric space, then C°(C^Y) with respect to C-0 topology is also a countable CW-complex.
2) A GIV-complex is always locally contractible and then locally arcwise connected.
Considering fy o 7, / o 7 e C°(S\Y), fy o 7 -^ / o 7 in C-0 topology. When v is sufficiently large, /v°7 is contained in a contractible neighborhood of / o 7, and therefore fv°^ and / o 7 are homotopic equivalent, so
AM-O^M.
IfTTi(X) is finitely generated, one can do the same for these generators, then (fv)^ == /" Let g denote by the homotopic equivalence between X and a compact metric space (7, one has fv°g-^f°9^ C°((7, V), by the above two facts again, one can deduce that fv°9 and fog are homotopic equivalent (for v large enough), and therefore fy and / are homotopic equivalent when v is large enough. 
By the above lemma, (i o f^^)^ = g^ on TT\{D).
Since / is an unbranched covering, f^ is injective.
On the other hand, by assumption, ^ is isomorphic, so (/^f e^) * = (/ (vfe+l) )*, therefore (/^+ 1 -^)* = id.
We then deduce that f^ is surjective, and therefore / is bijective. We claim that / is bijective by G = id on D.
On the one hand, let x\ ^ x^ G D^f{x\) = /(a^), then y(^+i-^)(^) = / (^;^+l-u^) (a;2), passing to the limit, G(x^} = G(^), ^.e., x\ = x'z. So / is injective. Now / is bijective holomorphic, it is known that, / is then biholomorphic, and by Cartan's theorem (c/.2.1), F is biholomorphic.
D
Remark. -This is a slight modification of a proposition in Mok [25] . Denote L^f by the identity component of L^.
Let p: ^ /L^ -> K^/L^ be the natural projection which is a principal bundle. It is known that K^ /L^j is simply connected, p is a universal covering. 
It is known that a proper holomorphic mapping zofoz~1: z(D) -^ z{D) can be extended to a proper holomorphic mapping f:E(z(D)) -^ E{z(D)).
By Proposition 3.7, one has / is biholomorphic and then / is also biholomorphic. Theorem 2 is proved.
